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INTRODUCTION 

Traditional theories of female deviance au~e coming under increasing 

attack b~.~ause of their "conceptual neglect of the sex variable" ~ 

(Harris, 1977:3) as well as their sexist definitions of deviance !ii 

(Rosenblum, 1975; Miller, 1978; Davis, 19771. Explanation,s based on i~) 

descriptive models and inadequate samples are now subject to De- +++'~ 

interpretation as perceptions are modified by changing social realities. ~ 

The reconsideration of the role of gender is particularly important in ;N 

the discussion of prostitution, a crime with special sex-role meaning :~:~ 

for wc~en. Previous definitions of sexual deviance have served to re- L: 

infor~e the dominant male, sexually stable female concept which is ii+i 

seen as crucial to our family structure. Ha_--ris (1977:15) argues that :( 

these male-oriented deviance theories have kept sociologists fr~n exmr/ning + 

~he sex variable as ,.~!i as kept ,~Dmen out of crime. Actually, in the ;,: 

case of prostitution, the sexist view has criminalized female devi~.~ce "4 

and not male. Prostitution, therefore, bcth disputes and supports the !i. 

sex-role argument. Wcmen are disproportionately punished for the crLme :+i 

but they are punished because prostitutes ar~ seen as a glaring threat to ~~i 

the family.  I 

The whore/madonna view of ~om~n is a labeling spect~x~ inherent in (:' 

past cultural definitions of the female sex role. It can now be utilized [i[ I 

to redef~_ne female deviance. The obvious parallels bein~een the acceptable I'i 

attributes of the f~male sex role ond the characteristics of female !/~ 

deviance have been examined (Rosenblum~ 1975). The whore role i~ in fact 

the negative end of a ce t  of sexual alternatives for women. Perceptions 
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of sex roles are centred in ccnt-#olling the choices of most individuals, 

even among t~se classed as deviant. For women, theil ~ sexual status is 

the ~m%Lnant factor governing their position in society - wbor~, madonna, 

or somewhere in between. 

Consequently female delinquents have been %iewed as sexual delinquents 

and sex-role confusion has often been cited e~ the precursor to female 

deviance. The young female oontemplating prostitution is involved in a 

sex-role choice which clearly carries a negative label. The customer may 

be nor~al~ the prostitute is not (James and Meyerding, 1977, unpublished). 

The young woman may ~dy be a victim of forced oz" coerced loss of 

sexual status further clouding her sexual identity (James ~%nd Meyerding, 

1977 : 1381-1385). 

Such sex-role confusion prevails in the ba~ks~xAmd of many women 

offenders, and so the question shifts to why same adopt or internalize a 

deviant sexual self-concept and others do not. Nanette Davis (Davis, 

1971:300-301) has proposed a drift into deviance from "praniscuity to 

prostitution" that eventually forecloses alternative career routes. Tr.e 

process revealed in our model is mcr~ detailed. Evidence is presented 

for a dr~ft into a redefinition of female identity that provides few 

a!terr~tives to pros'~{-~ution. The importance of peer groups, pimp rela- 

tionships, and early sexual activity ape overshadowed by factors such 

as loss of family role models, school experience, early druE use, and 

pcegnancy failures. These variables prc vi4~ more coKent r~asons for 

~hoosin g a deviant female ide2~tity. 

The combination of factors invol%~d in the develop~-nt of this model 

wa~e based on bo~h existin~ research and tie experience gained during field work. 

4 
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The prejudice mmTounding the area of p60stit~ti0ni~luded reliance On 

descrivti~ ~_ and intuitive data. The sample consists of two groups of 

female offenders. The results indlcate that the deter~ts of which 

individual women will act out the prostitution cc~nents of the female 

sex role are a ec~ination of the traditional variables associated with 

c~imimality and t~e more current sex-role limited variables. 

METHODOLOGY 

i. samples 

The data on ~hich this s%-.tdy is based were obtained through field intern- 

views with two groups of women involved in criminal activities: street 

prostitutes and non-prostitutes.l Although the original protocol examined 

such varied domains as demographics, sexual history a~nd drag: history, th is 

research is specifically interested in the relationship among four genea~%l 

life experiences and prostitution: (i) early hcm~ life, (2) sexual history, 

(3) pregnancy history, and (4) criminal involvement. These experiential 

factsPs were examined because we have hypothesized that negative experiences 

in these areas are contributing factors in the development of sexual deviance. 

If associations be~ween prostitution and deviant experiences in these areas 

exist these relationships can be used to further understand the process by 

which a woman becomes involved in prostitution. 

2. Data Collection 

In eontTast to previou~ studies of prostitution that have relied on 

anecdotal or descriptive records (~eenwald, 1970; Winick and Kinsie, 1971; 

Davis, 1971), this research is based on a systematic process of data collec- 

tion. All ejects r~ceived the same star~zed protocol. Two l~ge 

s~mples were studied: prostitutes (N = 136) and non-prostitutes (N = 133); 

,zn~ove/-, tJ~ probability of biased interviews was limited by having each 

intervie~_r see an equal number of prostitutes and non-prostitutes. 
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metropolitan center, 

3. Variables 

Table 1 contains a list of the twznty-five variables studied (the first 

col~mm contains an i~----tqlq~aTion number for each of the variables). 

[Table 1 her~] 

One can see that most of the variables within each experiential factor are 

a n t ~ e n t  to prostitution althoush sane of them ape concomitant with it. 

The variables listed were chosen to be rt~Dr~sentative of those experiences 

that contribute both ~o a subject's entrmmce into pl~stitution and to hem 

a prostitute. Eight variables represent Early Home Life, four 

r~pr~ ~sent P~e~ History, seven r~p~esent Sexual History, and five 

represent Criminal Involvement. 

Although some of the variables a~e self explanatory (i.e. age left 

home, etc. ), the_ other variables requime sane ex~position both in ter~ns of 

meaning and in terms of measur~nent. For Early Home Life: the variable 

Broken Home refers to the absence of at least one ~ t  during a subject's 

early azd juvenile history; the Departure from Sc~hool r~fers to wheth~ a 

subject was still in school or ~-aduated versus havinK left school because 

of family problems, economic pressure or having been expelled; Relationship 

with Father and Relationship with M~ther weme measured as positive versus 

neEative; Institutionalization was measured as yes or no; finally, Father's 

and Mother's CTim~%l Status ~efec to their having ever been convicted 

(yes or no) of a crime. For Sexual History, Molestation as a Child and 

Physically Forced to first int~cour~e were both measured dichotomously 

as yes or no; Subsequent Relationships refers to the ntm~e~ of times a sub- 

ject had subsequent sexual in tercourse with her first sexual partner; 

| 
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Significant Relationships refers to the percent of significant sexual 

~elationships a subject had at the time of the interview. This was 

obtained by taking the total numbed of sis~Lficant relationships reported 

and weighing it by the total number of sexual ~elationsb[ps (for prosti- 

tutes t~is does not include customers); finally, SexJHeroin and Sex/Other 

Drugs respectively refer to a subject's attitude about the effects of 

hemoin and of other drugs on the enjoyment of sexual relationships. These 

mea~ as negative and no opinion versus positive. • Orgasmic level 

was measured as a percentage: 50% of the time or less versus more than 

50% of the time. In the Chciminal Involvement category: Juvenile Record 

and MoDe than Six ~sts wer~ dichotcmously measured as yes or no and 

Illegal Activities Not fo# Suppoz~ was measures as: never, sometimes, 

't: ,- 

I 

and usually. 

~. General Hypothesis and Prel~ Analyses 

The generel hypothesis of this study is that a significant r~lation- 

ship exists bet~eeen deviant life z.~Derie_nces and present status. Speci- 

fically, we believe that certain life experiences (e.g. home life, sexual 

and pregnancy history and criminal involvement history) are associated with 

prostitution to the degree that they ,may be used to develop statistical 

models so as to better ,,nderstand the development of a deviant sexual 

identity and the corsequent ccmmitment to prostitution. 

In developi?4~ a statistical model of this kind we considered a multi- 

variate, as opposed to a univariate, s~atistical ~nalysis. There are at 

least two ~easons why the multivariate approach was taken. First, both behav- 

io~ and the decisions that lead to certain types of behavior are affected by 

many events actin£ together, w1~ether these events be simultaneous or in a 

t~r~l chadm. The multivariate ap~ach provides the best m3del of the 

a~.tual experiential evenls that can lead a woman down the path to prostitution. 
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Sec~@: the s~Itivaz/ate analysis allo~s one to s~y the int~elation- 

ships oft he antecedent and concomitant variables alon E with the rela- 

tionships of these variables to the outcome variable (prostitution). 

Two eonslder~tions were made in order to build meaningful models 

of the drift towards sexual deviarme. The first was to make the model 

as appropriate in chronological eonten~ as possible~ initially we wanted 

to establish that events early in life were r~lated to p~ostitution. 

Once this was accomplished we could study events in adolescence and early 

adulthood that further ~epresented the development of a deviant life- 

style. 

Alone with content, a statistical consideration was made. We wanted 

to insure that  the proposed statistical analysis could be validly used 

with the number of subjects and the ~:umbem of variables that v~ wished 

to study. The multivariate X 2 technique that v~s considemed is known 

as n~itidimensional oontinEzncy table analysis. This procedure P=~s the 

advantage of allc~ing one to study the effect of several categorical 

independent variables on one categomical dependent ",a~iable. Although 

this analysis can be most informative, if it is performed on ~ables with 

too many variables fore the amount of subjects, the method becomes suspect. 

With 25 variables and only 269 subjects, cara had to be taken to insure 

that the total sample size would eovem the tables to be analyzed. Because 

tables with not more than five variables could h~_ ~ handled with 269 subje~-~ts, 

a series of preanalyses was performed in ordem to reduce the space of the 

25 dimensions to a space that could be handled with the given sample size. 

Our desire to develop a model with meaningful ch~onoloE~cal cont~t 

served as a blueprint for the data reduction stage of the study. 
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I n i t i a l l y  we attempted to z~uce  a l l  those categorical  variables that  

z~z-esent ear ly  h~me and school expe~er~es down to one var iable that  

could be used to d i f f e ren t i a te  prosti tutes from non-prostitutes. We 

d~se variables from the categories that ~ep~sented these expemiences: 

namely, variable 2-8, 13 and 15. Because all these variables were 

measured categorically, their ~th as potent~a! variables for a f~al 

model was deter~dned by using two-dimensiorsl pearson X 2 tests of prostitution/ 

no prostitution versus each of these variables. The dichotc~ous vari- 

ables Broken Home and Depar%xme from School wer~ found to be significantly 

~elated to prostitution (p at least less that .05 in each case); 

whereas the other variables were not as strongly ~elated to prostitution. 

The dir~c-tion of the relationship was the same for the two variables; 

that is, a larger p~oportion of pr~sti~,tes always had the more deviant 

seor~ (i versus 0): prostitutes were mo~e likely to came frc~ b~oken 

homes and to have left school before graduation. Because of this 

symmetry, a score_ for Early Deviance would be obtained by adding these 

two scor~s tczethem yielding a combined score renge of 0 to 2. By. 

dichotomizing this variable as "0~i" versus "?:' we ~m_re able to seDa_~ate 

women who had negative experiences both at home and ar school from those 

who had only one oz. none o~ these experiences. The table that resulted 

was: 

P 

Early Deviance 0,1 9 ~ 9 ~ ' ~  

2 
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One ~hould note that p~ostitut~ and non-pr0stltutes differ significantly 

(p= .012) on this variable. 

Once the Early Deviance score was obtained, an attempt was made to 

reduce the space of the var-lables that represent juvenile and early 

adult activities. Three sets of preanalyses were performed: a measure 

of d~ziant pregnAncics ~ obta/n~-~d ~ variables 9-12 i dis~L~dnant 

analysis was p~rformed on thec0n~inuousvarlables (i, 14, 16, I?, 21, 24); 

and a series of two-dimensional pearson X 2 tests weme performed on the 

categorical  variables (18, 19, 20, 22, 23 and 25). 

A measure of deviant p~egnanoies ~s obta/ned by T~dr~ the sum of 

~ numbers of still births, miscarriages and abortions. In order %o 

minimize the chance that this sum could be confounded by The t o t a l  r~m~ber 

of pre~mmcies had by p.~,st_~tes versus non-prostitutes, the sum of 

the above three measures of wasteag. ~as divided by the t o t a l  

of pregnancies. Hence a measure of the percent of deviant pregnancies 

was obta/ned. Th/s new variable had a mean of 33% for non-prostitutes 

and W3% fop prostitutes, the combined median split was 37%. Using this 

value as a split, a cross-tabulation of pregnancy wasteage versus prosti- 

tution ~s obtained: 

M 

l ~ e ~  Wasteage ~ P 

36% or less 9~ 71 

Y~re than 36% 39 65 

i ̧ i 
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Or~ should note that a significant ~iff~ (p .002) on wastea~e 

exists between the two ~roups. 

The six cx~tinuous vamiables - Age Left H~me, Age at First Inter~ 

(xm/rse, AKe of First Cz'~nal Activity, Age at Fi~T Dr%~ Use, Subsequent 

~elationships and Significant Relaticnships were all subjected to a 

d i s ~ t  analysis. Usin~ 1~his analysis t~mee, variables were able 

to significantly (p at least less than .05) discriminate between prosti- 

tutes and non-pmostitutes ~ in order of impo~tane these variables were 

Subsequent Relationships, Age at First Drug Use' and A~e at First Inter~ 

course. The means on these variables for non-prostitutes and prostitutes 

we~a: 

Non-prostitutes Prost i tu tes 

Subsequent Relationships 3.13 2.5 

Age at First Drt~ Use 17.03 15.70 

Age at First Int~e 15. 58 .I~.68 

One can See that prostitutes have significantly fewe# subsequent ~e- 

lationships with their first partner in sex, they lose their virginity 

earliem and they use ch-u~s at a significantly youn~em age than do non- 

prost i tu tes.  

In order to screen fo r  univar iate relat ionships between p ros t i t u tes /  

n~n-prostitutes and the categorical variables (18, 19, 20, 22, 23 and 25) a 

ser~sof pearson X 2 tests were_ performed. The sisnificant variables 

obtained were: Orgasmic Level, Juvenile Reeoz~, and Illegal Activities 

Not fo~ Suppoz~. 
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5. Final Analyses (Models) 

Based on the. pz~analyses, eight variables were obtained. Given 

the sample o f  269 subjects i t  would have been i nva l i d  to  use the p ro-  

posed analysis with this ~nn F variables. For this z~ason it was decided 

that fc~- eonoeptual veason~and statistical clarity three separate 

models should be oonstx-ucted. The Early Nistory Model would relate 

prostitution to a deviant ,home life and to criminal activities: Broken 

Home, Departume ~ School, Juvenile Record and Age at First Drug Use. 

The second model, Sexual History, would relate prostitution to the Early 

Deviar~e vat/able, Age at First Int~uPse, Subsequent Relationships 

and Pregnancy Wastage. In these two analyses Age at Fiz~t Int~e 

ead Age at First Drug Use were dichotomized. It, each case the split 

used ~s ~ median age of the combined samples of prostitutes and non- 

pn )s t i t u tes .  Age a t  F i r s t  Intemoourse was s p l i t  a t  15 ar~J Age at  F i r s t  

Drug Use was split at 16. The Ckan~_nt Status Model would relate p~osti- I. ~'~ 

F 

Support, and Pregnancy Wastage. i . .?~ 

Before the models are discussed, some back~ to the statistical ~i: :~ 

~, '~;| 
in mathematical statistics (Bishop et al, 1975) sociological r~se~ch I?; ~ 

and James, 1978). We should like to point out that thi.~ method allows 

one to analyze data from a multiway table of .frequencies (as in Tables .~.~ 

on pc,os~itut ion. .,. i'~..:~ 

Tables 2-g here c i~ 
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Table 5 contains a list of the siEr/ficant variables and siEnificau~t 

two-way interactions fop each of the three analyses. The statistical 

siEnificanee Of each variable is also provided. 2 

Table 5 here 

Once the siEnificant variables were obtained ~ each of the analyses 

in Table 5, one could define a model for each analysis. Each model only 

includes the significant variables. Thus for the ~ t  status model, 

the model only includes the e~fects of Orgasmic Level, Wastage and Illegal 

Activities. The-n, given a set of antecedent (or concomitant) variables 

for a particular ~9~oup of w~n~n, one could use The model to determine The 

number of prostitutes and non-prostitutes expected (e.g. expected fre- 

quencies). Since we know the actual observed frequency, of women corre- 

sponding to all combLnations of ~ntecedent variables, we could previde 

the final test of our model. We could see if the expected frequencies 

obtained fop our model differ significantly from the actual observed 

frequeJ~cies in ou~ s~ mple. The likelihood ratio • chi-squar~ test may be 

used to do this. 

After us~n~ this statistical test on The three models we concluded 

that t/%ese models do in fact fit The data; the chi-squares and deErees of 

fr~om (dr) for the Early Deviance, Sexual History and Current Status 

Models, r~spectively, are 7.2~ and 16 dr, 12.15 and 18 df and 12.06 and 

I~ df. For this reason it is appropriate to repor~ the expected frequencies, 

alon~ wiTh the observed fx~quencies for the three models. These ar~ ~iven 

in Tables 3-5. 
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The final and most useful part of the. prr0cedtme would be to use 

emch model to estimate the p~obablity of bec~ a prostitute given 

cez~ain antecedent experiences. Althou~h this is appealing it is not 

appropriate here since prostitution was measured retrospectively. 

One can, however, gain important insight i n to  the ~ of the resu l t s  

by examining the percentages of p r o s t i t u t e  s and non-pros t i tu tes  who have 

e n e o ~ t ~  each of the antecedent and concomitant experiences. In 

the Eamly Hist~-y Model, 65% of the prostitutes came from broken ,homes, 

64% left school before graduation, 60% had juvenile records, and 71% 

had early drug use. This is in marked comet to the non-prostitutes 

whose respective perventages on these variables are 35%, 50%, ~6%, and 

59%. These figtmes are interesting but they are univariate (prosti?ation 

versus each separate variable) and they ignore the int~lationships 

of the antecedent variables with pc "titution. That is, three facts are 

ignored in the univariate analysis: ~f all %~ren with juvenile ~ s ,  

69% came from broken homes, 68% left school before graduation, and 75% 

used drugs at an early age. This is marked oontrelst to wc~en without 

juvenile records whose respective percentages are 50%, 45%, and 54%. 

The three interactions of Juvenile Record with: Broken Home, De~r~ar~ 

from School and Age at First Drug Use tell us that these associations 

exist and that they need to be considered in interpreting the relatior~hips 

of the antecedent variables to prostitction. 

Fo~ instance if graduation is present, the percent of prostitutes with 

juvenile records is 53% and for noD-prostitutes it is 30%; however, with- 

out graduation, the pemcentage of prostitutes wit2~ juvercile reecrds is 64% 

and fo~ non-prostitutes it is 61%. ~ms both prostitutes and non~rostitutes 

I 
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~ho grem~ated are .~nvolved in less juvenile criminal activit~y ~n are 

the~ r~spective eoLmt~s WhO did not greduate. Also when a broke~ 

home exists, the pert-enrage of prostitutes with juvenile records is 69%, 

for non-prostitutes it is 52%. This difference is much greater 

than t h a t  far intact homes: here the percentage of prostitutes with 

juvenile r~:oDd- is W5%, whereas fo~ non-p~ostitutes it is 38%. Thus 

the presence of a broken ~ magnifies the r~lationship of j~rve,nile 

criminal a~.~ivi~y to pmostitution. Finally, "..hen early ch-ag use is 

pmesent the percent of prostitutes with juvenile records is 67%, whereas 

fo~ non-p~ostitutes it is 5~%. However, if early drug use is not p~esent 

the percent of prDstitutes with juvenile ~ is 44%, whereas i t  is 

53% fc~ non-prostitutes. Thus juvenile z~eo~d is only associated with 

the dmift towards p~ostitution when ea~-ly drug use is also p~ese~t. 

In the Sexual History Model, 56% of the prostitutes had early 

sexual intepcx)u~se, ~% had tw~ or less subsequent relationships with 

their first ~ in sex, ~8% scored high on %~Lstage, and ~5% 

experienced early deviance; this is in contrast to the non-prostitutes 

whose respective percentages were 52%, 33%, 29%, and 29%. Once again 

the high associations among these antecede~nt variables, and these same 

variables with prostitution, yielded interactions of the antecedent 

variables wi~h prostitution. The antecedent associations exist between 

Early Deviance and Subsequent Relationships, and Early Deviance and Age 

at First Intepcx)umse. Thus while 66% of the early deviant women lost 

rheim virginity at an early age, this figure was only ~7% fo~ the non- 

early deviant womb_n; and while h~% of the early deviant women }~d less 

than thr~e subsequent ~elationships with their first partne~ in sex, 

t.his fig~ was only 33% fo~ the non-easily devia~%t women. These associations 
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yielded the followin~ Jmteractions: FOr e~%rly deviant women, 56% of the 

p~osti~u~es had less than ~ subsequen~ ~elationships with their first 

partner in sex; whereas only 31% of the non-prostitutes had less than three 

subsequent relationships with their first p~er. This large differenc~ 

does not exis~ in the non-early devian~ women where 35% of the p~osti~es 

had less than three subsequent relatio.-~hips ~.~th ~eir first partner, 

while 3W% had less than three subsequent rel&tionships with their first 

partner. Hence when early devian~ is present, Subsequent Relatioz~]d.DS 

distinguishes prostitutes f~m non-prostitutes ; yet when early deviance 

is not present, Subsequent Relationships does not distinguish the two 

g~Dups of w~m~_n. Hence Subsequent Relationships has a major role in a drift 

tcx~ard pr~stitutign when acc~pan%ed by early deviance. 

The association between p~ost~tution, age at f~rst intercourse and 

early deviance may be interpreted in a similar manner. As a single variable 

(in competition with the other variables) Age at First Intercourse 

does not differ significantly for prostitutes and non-prostitutes. 

As an interaction variable the following occurz- when early deviance 

exists, the pex~entages of prostitutes and non-prostitutes with early 

intercourse are quite disc_~epant (70% versus 59%); however, when early 

deviance does not exist the percentages of prostitutes and non-prostitutes 

with early intercourse differ minimally (,~% versus q8%). Thus early 

intercourse only differentiates p~ostitutes f,~om non-p~0stit~,tes in 

the presence of early deviance. In the Sexual History zgxJel, wastage 

is the one variable that does not interact significantly with t~e other 

antecedent variables. In this sense it can be generally interpreted 

that t]m percentage of prostitutes who experience ~gnancy wastage 

will always be greater tl~,n the percentage of non-prostitutes regardless 
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of the values of the other antecedent variables. 

In the Current Status Model ther~ are no significant interactions 

between the concomitant variables. Fo~ ~ this reason, one can make the 

general inference that the peroentages of prostitutes who experience 

wastage, low orgasmic level and illegal activities not for support are 

si~tificantly greater than the percentages for non-prostitutes regardless 

of the combinations of the other concomitant variables. These respective 

percentages for prostitutes and non-prostitutes were q8% versus 30% for 

wastage, 35% versus 29% for orgasmic level. For the variable of Illegal 

Activities Not for Support, 67% of the non-prostitutes said "never" while 

only 50% of the prostitutes said "never"; this is in contrast to 18% of the 

prostitutes who said "usually" and 14% of the non-prostitutes who said 

"usually." 

We feel that the importance of these results is magnified because our 

comparison group is not a "normal" group of women, but rather a group, of 

~rren (female offenders) who themselves ~=.~ been subjected to adver~e life 

experience~. In this sense the early life experiences of the p~ostitutes 

are shown to be especially significant. 

DISCUSSION 

The r~sults of our rese~ indicate a building of negative experiences 

in the self-concept of the juvenile female. The drift is a series of 

forks in the road whe.~ certain choices or events channel the young ~man 

in the direction of an identity conducive to prostitution. This process is 

muah clearer with the n~itivariate analysis than with previous univariate 

17 
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studies. In combination, br~kem home, failur~ to graduate from high school, 

and early drug use are associated with prosti1~ation. Alone, these vari- 

ables lose much of their power. %~en such combinations are added to negative 

sexual ~/istory the mo,~men~.of the woman towards p~ostitution is clear. 

The separation of her parents can impair the juvenile's belief in the 

t~aditional f~rale role. Her mother's investment in the .-31e of wife may 

not have paid off if she is now divorced. The adolescent who perceives her 

mother to b ~ . financially and/or emotiona~lly st-Pained does not want to 

follow that r~le model. Absent father, potentially compounded by mother's 

boyf~iends, fu~ther strains the sex-role environment. Early ch-ug use is a 

ecmm3n escape mechanism and a ticket to enl-r~nce into a social ~oup. 

Such drug use often involves sexual '~ustling" and fur~ers the identification 

with an alternative feminine role. Failure to graduate oP dropping out of 

school cc, mpounds the circL~nstences leavJ.ng the juvenile unsure of an apprD- 

p~iate adult role. He:. self-respect has been uncle_trod.ned; she is no lor~er 

a "good girl," a label that represents a perm&nent loss of status. 

The sexual history model is cz~cial to our theory that certain experiences 

und~cmine the development of sexual self-respect and enhance the appeal 

of and identification with alternative feminine roles. Sex status is p-imary 

and pivotal and it inevitably determines much of the early course of a 

young woman's life. ~qrly sexual history characterized by victimization 

through molestation/incest (James and Meyerding, 1977), non-continuing 

~elationships and pregnancy wastage bars these women from the variations 

of the madonna alternative. Loss of sexual self-respect through inappro- 

priate or exploitive sexuality is compounded by the failure to regain feminine 

18 
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stat~s ~hrough successful pregr~ncy. ~bortion, miscarriage and stillbirths, 

which may be seen as a relief by case~orkel~, may signify another failure 

in the positive fzminine r~le for the ~uvenile woman. Low use of contra- 

ceptives, despite knowledge and availability, can be attributed in part ~o a 

desire to r~-establish femininity through motherhood. Traditionally, it 

is one of the ways for a "fallen woman" to redeem herself in society. The 

age at first inter~Du~se, despite earlier reports, is l--.ss significant than 

the perceptions and circumstances of the sexual activity and the stability 

of the subsequent relationship. A young woman who does not continue a 

• relationship with her first sexual partners may feel used or rejected. If 

the sexual activity was for~ed or coerced she is still left as a victim. 

Lhfor~unately, because of her loss of sexual status, she sees herself as the 

offender and there is no "young love" to ameliorate this perception. 

The ~ t  status model continues this theme of sex role conflict. 

Women who are confused about their feminine identity have both a lower 

percentage of sexual activites culminating "in orgasm and a hiF3".er incidence 

of p~egr~ncy wastage. ProstituTes, even as adults, continue, to experie~%ce 

contraceptive failures and z:ebivalent pregnancies. ~e final variable 

involves" a pattern of conm%itJng illegal acts not necessary for suppoz~t. 

Many female offenders, because of "their development of deviant identities, 

become involved in a lifestyle or subculture as well as responding to a need 

to support themselves. The prostitutes in our sample spew greater commit- 

ment to such illegal activities. This is an indication of their commitment 

to a subcultur~ appropriately labeled the "fast life." 

The traditional zex-role explarmt~ions for juvenile and adult prostitution 

1 9 i k. 
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have not probed the pe_roeived or forced loss of the pos:.tive feminine role. 

Young wo~en appea~ to seek an alternative "life style" out of a desire for 

independence, fox- financial ga/r., for the power of street adventure, for 

rebellion, or for the love of a p~mp. These r~asons are secondary. They 

~epresent the forced opening of doors in r~sponse to the closing of their 

alterrmtives as ~men. They have dmifted towards the whore end of the 

available sexuaLl identity sq~ectr~m. Intercession to stop the development 

of a ectmdtted or "professional" p~ostitute identity depends on the recog- 

nition of this sequence. These young w~nen ar~ mor~ in ne=d of counseling 

and consciousness r~ising to r~stor~ and expand their concept of successful 

feminine roles t/~n of restriction, employment, o~ foster care. It is 

possible, with help, for them to retrace their steps and r~cognize the vast 

differemce bet~ en thei~ probable status as sexual victims and their 

identification a: sexual offender~. 
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~e st~ee'~ prostitute ~ included 136 women WhO had been oonvicted 

Of p~ostitution o~ who indicated their involvem_nt by self-report. The 

nbn-p~ostitutes included 133 women who had been convicted of offenses 

other than pros titut~;n. These offenses were p~imarily dr~g-r~iated 

~imes, and for~e_~y, larceny, and shoplifting. Homicide and alco~l- 

r~lated crimes such as driving while into)'~cated were deleted. 
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2One c a n  see from the Table that in the Early Deviance Model, A~e at 

First Drug Use, Broken Home, Departure from School and Juvenile Record 

are significantiy related to prostitution and so are the interactions of 

juvenile Record with Age at First Drug Use, Broken Home, and Departure 

from School. For the Sexual History Analysis, Wasteage, Subsequent 

Relationships and Early Deviance are all significantly r e l a t e d  to 

prostitution as main effects and so are the intemactions of Early Deviance 

with Subsequent Relationships and Early Deviance with Age at First Inte~- 

oourse. Finally, in the Current STatus analysis the t~ee main effects - 

Orgasmic Level, Wasteage and Illegal Activities Not for Support - are all 

significantly ~elated to pros~itut'on. 
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Ea'.'ly Home Life: I. Age Left Home 

2. Broken .~k~me 

3. Departure }k~m School 

4. Relationship ~_'th ~atheD 

5. Relationship with ~btZ, e~ 

6. Institutionalized 

7. £ather,  Convic ted  

8. ~th~ ~nict~ 

P ~ ~  History: 9. N~mbe~ of PreW~%ncies 

i0. Number of Still Births 

Ii. Number of Mi~zarriages 

12. Number of Abortions 

Sexual History 13. Molestation 

14. Age at First Intercourse 

15. Fhysically Foz~ed to Sex 

16. Subsequent Relationships 

17. Significant Relationship3 

18. ~ ¢  Level 

19. Sex / Hez~in 

20. Sex / Other ~ 

Crimitmd Involv~ent: 21. 

22. 

23. 

2s~. 

Age of F i rs t  (k/adnal Ac t iv i ty  

Juveru~l e Record 

t.bre than Six A~zests 

.%ge at  F i rs t  ~ Use 

i .: 
25. Illesal Activites Not for Support 
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Table 2. Observed and Expected Frequencies for the Early History Model 

~ge a t  F i r s t  Drt~Use 

16 Years or Mor~ 

Juvenile Record 

Broken Hc~e Broken Home 

No Yes No Yes 

Age at First ~ Use 

Less tJ~.~n 16 Years 

Juvenile Record 

Broken Home Broken Home 

No Yes No Yes 

Observed Frequencies 

Expected Frequencies 

Observed Frequencies 

Expected Frequencies 
} 
I 

Obse~ed Frequencies 

12.00 i0.00 3.00 4.00 

11.82 ii.18 2.35 3.88 

6.00 5.00 1.00 4.00 

4.50 4.80 1.38 4.01 

12.00 12.00 5.00 8.00 

11.82 ii.18 5.19 8~58 

6.00 6.00 8.00 13.00 

6.56 7.07 5.28 15.33 

6.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 7.00 5.00 ii.00 18.00 
! 

Expected Prequencies 

Observed Frequences 

Expected Frequencies 

6.68 6.32 4.82 7.96 6.68 6.32 

7.00 4.00 3.00 9.00 7.00 13.00 

6.08 6.55 2.97 8.64 8.84 9.53 

I0.64 

9.00 

ii. 37 

17.59 

35.00 

33.02 

2~ 

2S 
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Table 3. Observed and Expected Frequencies for the Sexual History Model 

U~ 
~n 

0 

u~ 

r4 
4a 
{n 

+, 

Subsequent Relationships - 3 or Mor~. 

Age at First Intercourse (years) 

15 or older Younger than 15 

Early Deviance Early Deviance 

No Yes No Yes 

S~se~:luent Relationships - Less tha~%. 3 

Age at First Intercourse (years) 

15 or Older Younger than 15 

Early Deviance EamlyDeviance 

No Yes No Yes 

+; 

! 
C 

CO 

+; 
LO 

! 
C 

{n 

Observed Frequencies 

Expected Frequencies 

Observed Frequencies 

Exlx~ted Frequencies 

23.00 9.00 19.00 12.00 

22.38 7.83 21.44 !1.25 

15.00 9.00 9.00 8.00 

14.12 4.10 i i . i 0  9.80 

i0.00 3.00 

11.55 3.48 

7.00 2.00 

7.49 5.16 

12.00 6.00 

i i .07 5.00 

7.00 i3.00 

5.89 12.34 

Observed Frequencies 

Expected Frequencies 

Observed Frequencies 

Expected Frequencies 

i0.00 3.00• I0.00 3.00 

9.28 3.25 8.90 4.07 

13.00 2.00 12.00 8.00 

13.32 3.87 10.46 9.24 

5.00 1.00 

4.79 1.44 

7.00 5.00 

7.07 4.87 

5.00 2.00 

4.59 2.08 

5.00 14.00 

5.55 11.63 
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Table 4. 
Observed and Expected Frequencies for the ~ t  Status Model 

/*i 

~,; c~ 
3-. ~, 

~ ,  ' - ~  

'2-:  ~' 
.' /'c 

,;, r 

?: 
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("3 

Orga~dc Level 

Greater Thm~ or Equal to 50% 

Ille~pl Activities Not for Suppor~ 

Never Sometimes Usually 

Or~asmicLevel 

Less Than 50% 

Illegal Activities Not for Suppor~ 

Never Sometimes Usually 

Observed Frequencies 

Expected F~quencies 

0.h~ecved Frequencies 

Expected Frequencies 

Observed Frequencies 

48.00 6.00 ii.00 17.00 5.00 6.0 

44.65 9.03 12.54 18.05 3.65 5.07 

34.00 7.00 i0.00 I0.00 7.00 3.00 

28.01 8.54 9.91 Iq.79 4.51 5.23 

18.00 5.00 6.00 6.00 2.00 2.00 

Expected Frequencies 

Observed Frequencies 

Expe~ed Frequencies 

18.73 3.79 5.:~6 7.27 I. 53 2.13 

22. O0 5. O0 Ii. O0 16. O0 6. O0 5. O0 

25.65 7.82 9.07 13.54 4.13 4.79 

29; 
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Table 5. Significance Levels for The Variables in The Three Models 

VARIABLE LEgaL OF SIGWIFICANCE 

Early History Model: 

A~e at First ~ Use .001 

Juvenile Record .05 

Broken Home .001 

Departure From School .01 

Juvenile Record ~] Departure From School .001 

Juvenile Record by Broken Home .01 

Juvenile Record by Age at First ~ Use .0] 

r 

I t 

t 

Sexual History Model: 

Wa~ta6e .001 

Subsequent Relatiops.hips .001 

Early Deviance .001 

Early Deviance by Subsequent Relationships .05 

Early Deviance by Age at First Intercourse .01 

~ t  Status Model: 

Orgasmic Level 

Wastase 

Illegal Activities Not for Su~por~ 

.001 . '.~ 
-:C i ' . t  

.005 . i ~  
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